
 

Revision Paper 

 ورقة عمل
 

 . عد للفصل االول والثاني  اورقة العمل التالية تشمل ما تم اخذه من قو

Question No. One. 

Choose the answer from those given below to complete each of the following 

sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 

1. This will ……………….. the foolish actions of my colleagues.  

( neutral    ,   neutralize   ,   neutrally   )  

2. My father bought our house with an……………. from his grandfather. 

( inherit  ,   inheritable  ,   inheritance ) 

3. Many instruments that are still used today in………were designed by Arab scholars.     

(operate   ,   operative  ,    operation  ) 

4. Al-Kindi made many important ……………discoveries . 

( mathematics   ,   mathematical  ,    mathematically  ) 

5. This type of these shoes seems……………… .  

( revolution   ,   revolutionary   ,  revolutionize  )  

6. These effects readily are ……….……in the larghetto of the Potocka concerto.  

( discover   ,    discoverable    ,   discovery )  

7. Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is …………. 

( viability   ,   viable   ,   viably    ) 

8. This man was……….insulted by his follow workers and so he decided to quit his job     

( practical   ,  practically  ,   practice )  

9. These new drugs can influentially…..……..skin cells and make people look younger .  

( restore    ,   restoration   ,   restored  ) 

10. The quality of food in this hospital is highly……………….  

( vary   ,    variable   ,   variably )  

11. ……………equations need great concentration and fact brains .  

( mathematics   ,    mathematical  ,   mathematically )  

12. ………… , the shortest distance between two points is a straight line.  

(geometric    ,   geometry  ,  geometrically ) 

  



 

13. Khaled received an……………letter from the manager for his hard work. 

(appreciate   , appreciation , appreciatively)  

14. The recycling project has been…………carried out in my school .  

(  success   ,  successful   ,  successfully     )  

15. I will be going to university to continue my ……………… .  

  (  educate    ,   educational    ,    education   )  

16. Megaprojects are normally…..…..for their bad effects on community and environment     

  (criticize    ,criticized , criticism)  

17. In Africa the only ………….way of communication are mobile phones .  

  (rely    ,   reliance  ,   reliable   )  

18. Scholars have discovered an…………document from the twelfth century.  

(  origin   ,   original    ,    originally  ) 

19. Will you…………..a request to view the library outside of these hours? 

( accommodation   ,    accommodative  ,   accommodate )  

20. The design is also highly……………to a variety of network transports. 

( adaptable   ,  adapt  ,   adaptation  )  

21. He was a hard and………worker and became widely known for his ability in debate. 

(  conscientious    ,    conscientiously   ,    conscientiousness  ) 

22. These factors included exhaustion , …………and congestive heart failure. 

( dehydrate  ,  dehydration   ,   dehydrated  )   

23. ………protects against attack, and greatly modifies the illness when it fails to protect. 

(   Inoculate   ,  Inoculation   ,   Inoculated  )     

24. No matter what he felt, he couldn't…………….. to execute his plan 

(  hesitation   ,   hesitate  ,   hesitative  )     

25. You can download A4 posters to …….. the site in waiting rooms and other areas here. 

( publicise   ,   publicity  ,   public )  



Answers 

1. neutralize    10.variable    19.accommodate  

2. inheritance 11.mathematical   20.adaptable    

3. operation   12.geometrically 21.conscientious     

4.mathematical   13.appreciation 22.dehydration    

5.revolutionary    14.successfully      23.inoculation    

6.discoverable     15.education    24.hesitate   

7.viable    16.criticized 25.publicise    

8.practically   17.reliable     

9.restore     18.original      

 

Question No. Two. 

Choose the correct form of the verbs given in brackets to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
  

1. Children often …………… computers better than their parents. 

( use   ,   has used    ,  were using  ,  are used   )  

2. Nadia ………… her  homework for two hours! 

( has been doing   ,   does   ,   have done  ,  have been doing )  

3. At the moment, people aged 16–30  …………………… the most smartphones. 

( are buying   ,   buys   ,   has bought   ,    had been bought  )  

4. People ……………smartphones since they were invented in the early 2000s. 

( has used    ,   have been using  ,  uses   ,  has been using )  

5. You …………since the last time I saw you. 

  ( has grown  ,  have grown   ,  grow   ,   grows  ) 

6. These days,  millions of families ………….at least one computer at home 

( have   ,   is having   ,   has  ,   was having  )  

7. During the early 2000s, people……………phones in different colours and different 

designs. 

( buy   ,   bought  ,  has bought   ,   are buying )  

8. By the end of 2010 CE, companies………….more smartphones than PCs for the 

first time. 

( sell   ,  are selling   ,  had sold  ,   has sold )  



 

9. He picked up sign language while he …………with deaf people in Paris in the 18th 

century. 

( is working   ,  was working  ,  had worked  ,   works )  

10. I ……………of a great idea while I was swimming. 

( think  ,  am thinking   , thought  ,  will think  )  

11. Mohammad ……………his emails before he started work.  

( has checked   ,  had checked  ,   has been checking  ,  will be checking )  

12. Hind had been working very hard for several weeks before she………her final 

exams. 

( does   ,  has done  ,  did  ,  have done )  

13. For several weeks, her parents……...a special weekend away to the Jerash Festival. 

  ( plan  ,  had been planning  ,  has been planning  ,  are planning )  

14. Do you think we…………. the match tomorrow ? 

  (will win , is going to win , going to win  ,  would have won ) 

15. Look at those black clouds. It…………. to rain this evening .  

  ( is going     ,   was going   ,  are going  ,   were going ) 

16. What will we …………..…… in ten years’ time?  

  ( have doing    ,   be doing   ,    be done  ,  have done )  

17. By the time our visitors arrive on Friday , we………………all the rooms .  

  ( will have painted   , will be painted  , will have painting , planned  )  

18. Don't phone between 7 and 8. We ……………. dinner.  

  ( will have having  ,   will be had   ,  will be having  ,  has )  

19. At 10 o'clock tomorrow, he………….…football with his friends .  

( has played  ,  will have playing  ,  will be playing  ,  had played )  

20. If plants ……………. enough sunlight, they die.    

( don’t get   ,  doesn’t get  ,  didn’t get ,  wouldn’t get  )  

21. Water ……….. to ice when the temperature falls below zero.    

( would turn  ,  turns   ,  had turned ,  turned  )  

 



 

22. If you.……….. an interview for a job, you will need to show real enthusiasm for it.  

(  get  ,  got   ,  has got ,  had got  ) 

23. I’ll buy the book as long as it …………. too expensive.  

(   wasn’t  ,  isn’t   ,  hadn’t been  ,  might be )  

24. If I ………… at home that day, I would have missed the celebration.  

(  had stayed   ,  stay  ,  stayed ,  am staying  )  

25. I wouldn’t have gone to the library if my friend…….……me.  

( didn’t invite , doesn’t invite  , hadn’t invited  ,  hasn’t invited me  ) 

26. If I…………..you , I would listen to my parents’ advice.   

(  am  ,  are  ,  were   ,  have been   )  

27. My father plans…………..abroad as soon as he gets retirement . 

(  travel   ,  travels   ,  travelled  ,   to travel  )  

28.  I like horses , but we can’t afford………….one. 

( keep   ,   keeps  ,  to keep  ,  kept  )  

Answers 

1.use    9.was working   17.will have painted    25.hadn’t invited   

2.has been doing    10.thought   18.will be having   26.were    

3.are buying    11.had checked   19.will be playing   27.to travel   

4.have been using   12.did   20.don’t get    28.to keep   

5.have grown    13.had been planning   21.turns     

6.have    14.will win 22.get    

7.bought   15.is going      23.isn’t     

8.had sold   16.be doing    24.had stayed     
 

Question No. Three. 

Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it , and write the answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.    
 

1. “I am having lunch with my parents.” 

Salma said……………………………………………………………… 

2. "I will finish this report as soon as possible. " 

Huda assured that ……………………………………… 

 



 

3. “My car consumed one liter of fuel for every 8 miles .” 

Raed assured that ……………………………………… 

4. “Sami broke his mother’s new mobile phone.”  

Huda claimed that………………………………….  

5. The Olympic games were held in London in 2012 CE 

London ……………………………………………. 

6. Mr. Saleem encouraged his kids to join a language-teaching club.  

The person…………………………………………………………. 

7. His final book made him famous all over the world. 

It……………………………………….... 

8. I would like to join a sports club next summer . 

What…………………………………….. 

9. His new teachings inspired millions of people round the world . 

It was………………………………………………………… 

10. last month ,  I decided to go back to school 

It was………………………………………………………………….. 

11. How did you solve this puzzle ? 

Could you explain……………………………… 

12. Please tell me where you found that information. 

do you mind………………………………………….. 

13. Could you explain the best way to revise ? 

I wonder ……………………………………………… 

14. When will we know the results of our exams ? 

Do you know ……………………………………… 

15. Is there a post box near here , please ? 

I wonder………………………………………………. 

16. People claim that speaking foreign languages improves the functionality of your brain. 

It………………………………………………….. 

 

 



 

17. Researchers believe that eating tuna daily can lower blood pressure . 

Eating tuna daily ……………………………………………………….. 

18. Experts said that solving puzzles keeps the brain active. 

Solving puzzles ………………………………………………… 

19. Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration. 

It………………………………………………… 

20. It’s familiar for my brother to speak English fluently .  

My brother …………………………………….…………....... 

21. It isn’t normal for me now to drive a car. 

I …………………………………………….………………. 

22. It’s customary for new-born babies to sleep longer than the others 

New-born babies……………………………………….. 

23. Studying Arabic isn’t as difficult as studying Maths .  

Studying Maths………………………………. 

24. Greg doesn’t make as much money as Mick  

Mike………………………………………. 

25. This one isn't as big as the old one. 

The old one…………………………… 

26. Michael didn't play as well as Sami in this match. 

Sami played………………………………………………….. 

27. This phone doesn't have as many features as the other one. 

The other phone………………………………………. 

28. My cooking isn’t as good as yours. 

Your cooking…………………………………… 

29. This dictionary is more useful than the one we had before. 

The dictionary we had before isn’t………………………… 

30. Alex is less intelligent than the other kids in the class. 

The other kids in the glass…………………………………………. 



 

31. The second method was less complicated than the first one. 

The first method………………………………………………… 

32. Salwa helped her mother clean the kitchen , then she continued her lessons 

Before Salwa……………………………………… 

33. It isn’t necessary to re-format your PC every time it breaks down . 

You don’t……………………………………. 

34. We can’t go to the Mall tomorrow because the roods will be heavily crowded.  

If only ………………………………………………… 

35. Jaber isn’t old enough to travel abroad by himself. 

Jaber wishes he……………………………………………. 

36. I want to go out this afternoon, but I don’t feel well. 

If only  ………………………………………………………. 

37. I wasn’t a hard working student when I was a kid .  

I wish …………………………………………………………………… 

38. Our team didn’t play very well yesterday. 

If only ………………………………………………..……….. 

39. I didn’t concentrate properly in class today. This homework is really difficult. 

If only …………………………………………………… 

40. Fadi has lost his wallet. He wasn’t very careful .  

Fadi wishes ……………………….……………………. 

41. I regret eating too much junk food when I was younger . 

I wish …………………………………………….  

42. I regret not using your PC when I typed the report.  

I wish …………………………………………….. 

Answers 

1. She was having lunch with her parents 

2. She would finish that report as soon as possible 

3. His car had consumed one liter of fuel for every 8 miles 

4. Sami had broken his mother’s new mobile phone. 

 



 

5. London was the place/city where  the Olympic games were held in  2012 CE 

6. The person who/that encouraged his kids to join a language-teaching club was Mr. 

Saleem 

7. It was his final book which/that made him famous all over the world  

8. What I would like to do next summer is join a sports club 

9. It was his new teachings which/that inspired millions of people round the world 

10. It was last month that I decided to go back to school 

11. Could you explain how you solved this puzzle  

12. Do you mind telling me where you found that information?  

13. I wonder if you could explain the best way to revise  

14. Do you know when we will know the results of our exams  

15.  I wonder if there is a postbox near here, please 

16. It is claimed speaking a foreign language improves the functionality of your brain . 

17. Eating tuna daily is believed to lower blood pressure 

18. Solving puzzles was said to keep the brain active. 

19. It has been proved that exercise is good for concentration  

20. My brother is used to speaking English fluently 

21. I am not used to driving a car 

22. New-born babies are used to sleeping longer than the others  

23. Studying Maths is more difficult than studying Arabic 

24. Mike makes more money than Greg 

25. The old one is bigger than this one 

26. Sami played better than Michael in this match 

27. The other phone has more features than this phone 

28. Your cooking is better than my cooking 

29. The dictionary we had before isn’t as useful as this dictionary . 

30. The other kids in the glass are more intelligent than Alex 

31. The first method was more completed than the second method/one. 

 



 

32. Before Salwa continued her lessons , she had helped her mother clean the kitchen 

33. You don’t have to re-format your PC every time it breaks down . 

34. If only we could go to the Mall tomorrow. 

35. Jaber wishes he were older……… 

36. If only I felt better . 

37. I wish I had been a hard working …… 

38. If only our team had played very …… . 

39. If only I had concentrated properly …… 

40. Fadi wishes he hadn’t lost his wallet . 

41. I wish I hadn’t eaten too much junk food when I was younger. 

42. I wish I had used your PC when I typed the report …… 

 

Question No. Four 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following 

sentences, then write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET .    

 

1. …………. you study diligently, you'll never understand trigonometry 

(  Unless   ,   If   ,  Provided that  ,  When  )  

2. I won't pay ………… you provide the goods immediately. 

(  if   ,   unless  ,  even if   ,  when  )  

3. I wouldn't eat that food ………… I was really hungry. 

( unless  ,  if  ,   if not  ,  when )  

4. …………… he wasn’t very ill, he would be at work. 

(  If   ,   Unless  ,   If not  ,  As long  ) 

5. ………… people smoke cigarettes, their health suffers. 

(  When  ,  Even if  ,  Unless  ,  If not  )  

6. …………. you don’t brush your teeth, you get cavities. 

(  Unless  ,   If   ,  If not  ,  As long )  

7. Could you tell me how much revision ……………….?  

( should I do    ,    I should do   ,   do I should  ,  do should I  )  

 



 

8. She ……… be a teacher, but now she’s retired.  

(   is used to   ,  used to  ,  isn’t used to   ,  are used to )  

9. She’s lived in the UK for a year. She …… .. speaking English now.   

(   is used to  ,  used to  ,  am used to  ,  are used to ) 

10. She………. the city now and doesn't get lost any more. 

( is used to   ,  are used to  ,  were used to  .  used to ) 

11. He ……………walking so much and his legs hurt after the hike. 

( wasn’t used to  ,    didn’t use  ,  weren’t used to  ,  doesn’t use to )  

12. I'm a teacher so I …………..speaking in public. 

( am used to  ,  used to ,  didn’t use to ,  aren’t used to )  

13. I …………. sleep very well, but then I started doing yoga and it really helps. 

( didn’t used to  , aren’t used to   ,  weren’t used to   , use to )  

14. She………… a long-distance runner when she was younger. 

( used to be  ,  is used to being  ,  are used to being  ,  am used to being )  

15. I used to …………. to be a lawyer but then I realised how hard they work! 

( want  ,   wanted  ,  wanting  ,  wants )  

16. My brother doesn’t eat as ………as I do.  

(  many   ,   much   ,    more  ,   most  )  

17. 11%  ……………applied for Engineering in 2014 CE than in 2013 CE. 

(  more people   ,   most people   , as many people  ,  the most people  )  

18. Medicine and Dentistry is ………………..than Law. 

(  less popular   ,  as popular  ,  the most popular ,  little popular  )  

19. Business Studies is ………………studied subject. 

( many   ,   more ,   the most  ,  less )  

20. Japanese and Jordanian children have …………compulsory schooling. 

( the most  ,   the more  ,  many  ,   much   )  

21. Ali did not pass his exams. If only he …………. harder last year.  

(  studied     ,   had studied   ,   was studying  ,  has studied ) 

 



 

22. It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it …………cooler.  

(  is    ,   has been     ,   had been   ,  are ) 

23. I regret the deal now. I wish we …………… it.  

( hadn’t done   ,  didn’t do  ,  won’t do  ,  haven’t done  ) 

24. Fadi has lost his wallet. He wishes he …………more careful.  

( is   ,   had been  ,   will be  ,  are) 

25. My cousins don’t live near here. If only they…………….so far away.  

( weren’t  ,   aren’t  ,  haven’t been   ,   won’t be   ) 

26. I feel ill. I wish I………….eaten so many sweets!  

( didn’t  ,   hadn’t  ,   don’t ,  haven’t   ) 

27. I am very hungry! I wish I…………… before I went to the conference. 

( eat   ,    eating   ,   had eaten  ,  have eaten )  

28. The children, ……………shouted in the street, are not from our school. 

( who  ,  whose  ,  which  , where )  

29. A widow is a woman ………………. husband is dead.  

( who  ,  whose  ,  which  , where )  

30. Thank you very much for your e-mail ………….. was very interesting. 

( who  ,  whose  ,  which  , where )  

31. England won the world cup in 1996. It was the year …………. we got married. 

( who  ,  when  ,  which  , where ) 

32. I know the house …………… he lives. 

( who  ,  when  ,  which  , where ) 

Answers 

1.Unless    8.used to   15.want   22.had been    29.whose   

2.unless   9.is used to   16.much    23.hadn’t done    30.which   

3.unless   10.is used to    17.more people    24.had been   31.when   

4.If    11.wasn’t used to   18.less popular    25.weren’t   32.where 

5.When   12.am used to   19.the most   26.hadn’t    

6.If    13.didn’t used to   20.the most   27.had eaten    

7.I should do    14.used to be   21.had studied    28.who    




